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Notebook check 46: Pages 59-61 (Double replacement reactions and baggie lab)

Warm up: Copy and complete the following statements using the following words: 

“hydrogen”, “salt”, “metals”, “chlorine”, “acid”.

1. Most elements involved in a single replacement reaction are __________.

2. The most common non-metal involved in a single replacement reaction is 

_________.

3. ___________ reacts in a single replacement reaction because it is a highly 

reactive halogen, in group 17.

4. In a neutralization reaction, an _________ reacts with a base to produce water and 

a _________.
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Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of matter 

supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the universe and 

everything in it.

Learning scale:

Student’s self-evaluation: Complete at home or at the end of class, use 

the 4-3-2-1 Learning scale (two to three sentences).

Homework: none

1 2 3 4

Know the law of 

conservation of matter 

and the law of 

conservation of energy

Describe the Big Bang 

as expansion of the 

universe.

Apply the law of 

conservation of matter 

the universe as an 

expanding system that 

converts but does not 

create matter and 

energy. 

Apply data and further 

concepts of scientific 

research to show that 

matter in the universe 

is moving further apart.
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Chemistry One Pager: Compare and contrast

1. Main image demonstrating a chemical reaction

2. Eight words or phrases associated with indicators of chemical reaction

3. Visual / verbal comparison of (may includes similarities and differences)

a. Cation and an anion and how they form

b. Ionic compound and a covalent compounds

c. Single and double replacement reaction

d. Stable and unstable configurations of valance electrons

4. Visual / verbal display that displays  

a. Where metals are found on the periodic table

b. How mass trends on the periodic table

c. How electron affinity trends on the periodic table

All images and words must legible, organized in a manner that is 

purposeful.  The final product should be done in color. 


